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EPS editorial

[Editorial]

The impact of physics

in the European economy
Since its creation in 1968, the European Physical Society
(EPS) has held a dual role of learned society and federation
of national member societies. After 45 years, these member
societies are 41 and the EPS represents a very wide and varied
community of physicists.

O

ne of the main objectives
of the EPS is to give them
a coherent voice on matters of common relevance, despite
the existence of many educational,
scientific, social and geographic diversities.
In this respect, one of the crucial
issues to be addressed in today's evolving European scenario is related to
the overall investment in physics,
both at the European and national
level. How worthwhile is it to support physics in all of its facets, from
education to research, to business and
industry? How important is physics to
the economy of Europe?
These questions are particularly
relevant with reference to the new
European research program Horizon 2020 that is being launched to
reinforce the intimate link between
basic science and technological applications to favour Europe’s progress
in research and innovation, a major
challenge for the future. Moreover
one has to keep in mind Europe's
long lasting tradition of strength in
science and technology. Europe hosts
today many of the most important
national and international physics
research laboratories and physics is
vital to its culture.
To address the issues above, the EPS
has commissioned in 2012 an independent statistical analysis through a
specialized economics and business
research corporation (Cebr), based on
public domain Eurostat data. In doing
so the EPS was inspired by an analogous study periodically commissioned

since 2003 by the Institute of Physics
(IOP) and concerning of course the
UK economy only. It is however the
first time that such a study has been
performed over 29 European countries all together: the EU27 countries, plus Norway and Switzerland.
The 4-year interval 2007-2010 has
been examined, 2010 being the most
recent year for which official data
are simultaneously available for all
these countries.
The Cebr analysis is contained in a
detailed Report which was completed
by December 2012, while the most
relevant results are highlighted in
an Executive Summary by the EPS,
dated January 2013. Going through

We really
hope that
this EPS
initiative will
be useful
for all EPS
national
members
societies and
associate
members.

this 4-year picture of the European
economy, the conclusion is that activities and businesses related to
physics-based industries have indeed contributed significantly to
employment, innovation and growth
in Europe. Please see www.eps.org/
physicsandeconomy for further details and downloads.
The study performed by Cebr for
the EPS, a central topic at the EPS
Council 2013 meeting in Strasbourg,
France (5-6 April), will be also presented in a series of important events
such as, for instance, the European
Commission Week of Innovative Regions in Europe (WIRE IV) in Cork,
Ireland (5-7 June) and the CERN
Council meeting in Geneva, Switzerland (20-21 June). We really hope that
this EPS initiative will be useful for all
EPS national members societies and
associate members (i.e. national and
international research institutes and
laboratories) and will moreover trigger locally analogous studies to keep
the focus on physics and its impact
on our modern society.
All this is along the guidelines of the
EPS Strategy Plan 2010+ (please see
EPN 42/2, p.04) which have been
pursued since 2011 and will be further pursued by the next EPS President, John Dudley, to whom I am very
pleased to pass the baton after two
years of great opportunities.
Thank you EPS! n
llLuisa Cifarelli
President of the EPS
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EPS HISTORIC SITES

Physics Faculty of the
University of Warsaw
69 Hoża Street, Warsaw, Poland
In the autumn of 2011 the building of the
Physics Faculty of the University of Warsaw at
69 Hoża Street, a key location in the history and
development of physics in Poland, became an
EPS Historic Site. On January 10, 2013 a plaque
commemorating this remarkable fact was unveiled,
during a ceremony attended by Luisa Cifarelli,
President of the European Physical Society.

P

resident Cifarelli: “The building at 69 Hoża Street was the first
location to be awarded the EPS Historic Site status by the EPS
Selection Committee. The site was particularly important during
the 1930s; since then, it has witnessed many important discoveries in
the fields of molecular, nuclear, and particle physics. Today’s ceremony
unveiling the commemorative plaque is a way of paying homage to the
community of Polish physicists who have contributed to the renown of
69 Hoża Street over the decades”.
The building at 69 Hoża Street in Warsaw has indeed witnessed many
fundamental discoveries in the fields of experimental and theoretical
physics. It was first opened on January 30, 1921, largely thanks to the
efforts of Prof. Stefan Pieńkowski. The site was home to the Laboratory
of Experimental Physics, which after the war became the Institute of Experimental Physics. During the first half of the 20th century, the institute
was regarded as one of Europe’s finest research institutions. After World
War II, the Institute of Theoretical Physics at the University of Warsaw
was established and located at 69 Hoża Street.
The site has played a remarkable role in the development of physics.
During the 1930s, it was the location of one of the most important
centres of research in fluorescence. The Jablonski diagram, first devised at Hoża, is still widely used by physicists studying radiation
processes. It was also here that Marian Danysz and Jerzy Pniewski
discovered hypernuclei in 1952. This was an achievement with fundamental consequences for the development of nuclear and elementary-particle physics: for the first time, researchers observed atomic
nuclei in which at least one proton or neutron was replaced by a
slightly heavier hyperon (containing a strange quark). Later, in 1962,
the first double-hypernucleus was discovered, again at 69 Hoża Str.

EPS historic sites news

m Luisa Cifarelli, President of the EPS and Marek Trippenbach, Vice-Dean at the Faculty of Physics of the University of Warsaw, unveiling the plaque. (source: FUW/Oskar Jarzyna)

The building has also been an important site of research in optics, nuclear
physics, elementary particle physics,
semiconductor physics, geophysics,
astrophysics, biophysics, and medical physics.
In 1936, 69 Hoża Street hosted the
First International Congress for Luminescence. Three years later, in 1938,
it hosted the New Theories in Physics
conference attended by participants
such as Niels Bohr, Arthur Eddington,
George Gamow, Oskar Klein, Paul
Langevin, John von Neumann and
Eugene Wigner.
The EPS Historic Site plaque commemorates the work and achievements of researchers who worked
at 69 Hoża Street over the decades,
including Czesław Białobrzeski
(the first scientist to note the significance of radiation pressure on
stellar equilibrium), Marian Danysz
(co-discoverer of hypernuclei), Leopold Infeld (theoretician working on
the general theory of relativity, electrodynamics and field theory, and
a collaborator of Albert Einstein),

Aleksander Jabłoński (creator of
the Jablonski diagram outlining
the levels and quantum transitions
of molecules), Stefan Pieńkowski
(founder of the Warsaw school of experimental physics), Jerzy Pniewski

. The EPS Historic

Site plaque (in
English and
Polish) at 69 Hoża
Street in Warsaw.
(source FUW/
Oskar Jarzyna)

(co-discoverer of hypernuclei),
Wojciech Rubinowicz (expert on
diffraction theory), Andrzej Sołtan
(creator of Poland’s first cyclotron,
the completion of which was interrupted by the outbreak of the Second
World War), and Leonard Sosnowski (founder of the Warsaw school
of semiconductor physics).
Following the official part of the unveiling ceremony, Andrzej Kajetan
Wróblewski delivered a lecture on the
role of 69 Hoża Street in the history of
physics, while Luisa Cifarelli presented
the past, present and future of the LHC
particle accelerator.
The ceremony gathered approximately 200 persons; the auditorium
in which the lectures were given was
overcrowded – young physicists and
students were even sitting on the
floor, listening with close attention to
the great discoveries made by their
predecessors. n
llBohdan Grzadkowski

Secretary General of
the Polish Physical Society
EPN 44/2 05
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EPS Emmy Noether Distinction
for Women in Physics
The European Physical Society (EPS) has been involved in coordinated political interventions on
gender equality in research as a collective member of the European Platform of Women Scientists
(EPWS) since 2008.

O

ver the last five years, the
EPS has elaborated its
own list of goals. To mention a few of these: a structural link
between the research community
and policy makers at EU level, the
establishment of a senior women
physicists database and a close contact with the community of women
scientists via the national physics
societies. These links are kept dynamic and strong thanks to discussions with the members of the EPS
divisions and groups and through
constant dialogue with EU research
policy institutions. The EPS is a key
strategic actor in the debate, revealing that women scientists have a key
role to play in ensuring a better integration of the gender dimension in
the research policy.
Following its strategy to mobilise
women to enrich all aspects of physics, the EPS has established the Emmy
Noether Distinction for Women in
Physics to bring noteworthy women physicists to the wider attention
of the scientific community, policy
makers and the general public. The
name of Emmy Noether has been
chosen because she was one of the
first female scientists who broke one
shackle of the chain known as genderbiased evaluation.
In the last century it has been realised that girls will pursue a scientific career if they have female role
models who are successful in science
or maths. The effectiveness of role
models has been deeply analyzed in
both soft and hard sciences and this
showed that the type of role model
06 EPN 44/2

is extremely important. By establishing this award, the EPS will identify
role models to help attract women
to a successful career in physics.
The award will also help in finding
a balance in “scientific achievement
over recognition”.
The Emmy Noether Distinction for
Women in Physics will be awarded
twice a year in recognition of female physicists who have made a
substantial contribution to the subject and have undertaken activities
to support and encourage others in
the field. The Distinction shall consist of a diploma, accompanied by
an interview to be published in an
EPS publication.
The Distinction is open to research
physicists, students, teachers or any
woman carrying out work related to
physics. The Distinction shall normally be presented to only one person at a
time. Any full EPS member may make
nominations for the Distinction at any
time of the year.
Individuals who are currently members of the Executive Committee, or
who were members of the Executive
Committee in the previous three years
are not eligible.
An ad hoc selection committee appointed by the chair of the EPS Equal
Opportunities Committee shall
review eligible nominations.
Any full EPS member may submit
nominations for the Distinction
at any time of the year to the EPS
Secretariat S.Loskill@eps.org. n

m Emmy Noether

The nominator must provide the
following information:
•• Nominator's name, institution,
and email.
•• Nominee's name, institution,
and email.
•• Nominee's CV.
•• 1-3 paragraphs about the nominee
and why the nominee is worthy of
the Award.
llAna Proykova,
EPS Equal Opportunities Committee

history news

Emmy Noether’s
Legacy in Physics
Amalie Emmy Noether (1882-1935), called Emmy Noether, was a true pioneer. By breaking several
barriers facing women in those days, she achieved her goal – to devote herself to her beloved
mathematics. In those days, women needed to obtain permission to attend lectures at the university.

T

hey were largely banned from
taking examinations and getting doctoral degrees. Permission for giving lectures at universities
was denied to them and they were
considered to be unworthy of membership in scientific societies. It was
thought that invasion of women to
institutions of higher learning would
constitute a “shameful display of moral
weakness”. With considerable effort
and persistence, Emmy Noether managed to overcome all the above barriers except the last one.
Noether made fundamental contributions to the field of abstract algebra.
In spite of her love of abstraction and
generalization, not uncommon among
mathematicians, she became and still
is no less than a great hero in physics, where her work has been found
to be highly relevant and has had an
enormous impact. She studied algebraic quantities that remain invariant
under certain transformation groups.
More specifically, she was a pioneer in
examining the consequences of symmetry principles, using the variation
principle. This connection between
symmetries and invariants has found
profound applications in several
branches of physics, such as classical mechanics, quantum field theory
and general relativity. Conservation
of fundamental quantities such as
energy, momentum and angular
momentum, are today understood,
through Noether's work, as manifestations of underlying symmetries. As
an example, she was instrumental in
explaining to Albert Einstein and the
great mathematician David Hilbert

what happens with the conservation
of energy in the curved space (of general relativity).
A statement often made in physics is
that: the laws of nature are born out
of symmetry principles. Indeed, about
thirty years after Noether's death it was
found that the Standard Model of particle physics is a manifestation of the
symmetry group SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1).
The relevance of symmetry to physics
has thus kept on increasing and with it
the value of Noether's work.
Emmy Noether was much admired
by great scientists of her time for her
contributions. She was also a devoted
teacher and supervisor who took
personal and motherly interest in the
education of her disciples (they were
sometimes called the Noether boys).
It is perhaps appropriate to end with
what Albert Einstein and the great
mathematician Hermann Weyl, who
both knew her well, had to say about
her shortly after her death. Einstein
wrote (New York Times, May 5, 1935):
“In the judgment of the most competent living mathematicians, Fräulein Noether was the most significant
creative mathematical genius thus far
produced since the higher education of
women began. In the realm of algebra,
in which the most gifted mathematicians have been busy for centuries, she
discovered methods which have proved
of enormous importance in the development of the present-day younger generation of mathematicians. ”
Here we, the authors, would have liked
to re-write the last few words by Einstein in the form: the development
of not only the present-day younger

"Fräulein
Noether was
the most
significant
creative
mathematical
genius thus
far produced
since the
higher
education
of women
began."
A. Einstein

generation of mathematicians but also
physicists. Indeed, Noether’s Theorem
is a pillar of all Quantum field theory
courses taught today.
Hermann Weyl wrote (Scripta mathematica III 3 (1935), pp. 201-220):
“Indeed two traits determined above
all her nature: First, the native productive power of her mathematical
genius… Second, her heart knew no
malice; she did not believe in evil –
indeed it never entered her mind that
it could play a role among men. This
was never more forcefully apparent to
me than in the last stormy summer,
that of 1933, … She was a great mathematician, the greatest, I firmly believe, that her sex has ever produced,
and a great woman.” n
For more information about Emmy
Noether, her personality, her work and
her list of publications, see:
•• Auguste Dick, “Emmy Noether”
(Birkhäuser Boston, 1981);
•• Emmy Noether: A Tribute to Her
Life and Work; edited by James W.
Brewer and Martha K. Smith (Marcel
Dekker, INC., 1981)
llCecilia Jarlskog,

University of Lund
llPer Osland,
University of Bergen

erratum
You noticed that Lise Meitner was wrongly
called Lize in EPN 44/1, p.06. Please correct
your paper version. The web one is right. n
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Alessandra Gatti,
the first EPS Emmy Noether Distinction laureate
The European Physical Society Emmy Noether Distinction for Women in Physics recognises
noteworthy achievements of women physicists in Europe. On the first occasion of making this
new award, the distinction is given to Alessandra Gatti « For pioneering contributions to the
field of quantum imaging ».

A

lessandra Gatti is a senior
researcher in the Istituto di
Fotonica e Nanotecnologie
(IFN) of Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche (CNR). She works at the Department of Science and High Technology of the University of Insubria
(Como, Italy) where she coordinates
research in quantum optics, including both theory and experiments,
in collaboration with the Ultrafast
Nonlinear Optics laboratory directed
by Paolo Di Trapani, and the Light
Scattering laboratory directed by
Fabio Ferri.

08 EPN 44/2

. Allesandra Gatti

Alessandra Gatti is an internationally
well known personality in the field
of Quantum Optics. The initial stage
of her research career focused on
the spatial aspects of quantum optical fluctuations, and on the quantum
aspects of optical pattern formation.
At the beginning of the nineties this
was a novel area, because research
in quantum optics was traditionally confined to single mode, or
few-mode, models. Alessandra introduced the concepts of quantum
images and of spatial entanglement.
These results contributed in a substantial way to the birth of a new field,
later designated as quantum imaging,
which exploits the quantum nature of
light to develop novel quantum techniques for imaging and parallel information processing. She collaborated
in the first experimental observation
of a spatial correlation at a quantum
level in parametric down-conversion,
a result which paved the way for the
possibility, for which she formulated
a complete theory, of detecting faint
objects with a sensitivity beyond the
standard quantum limit.
Alessandra Gatti contributed substantial progress to so-called ghost
imaging, a technique based on the
spatial correlation of light beams
which offers significant potential
with respect to standard imaging,
for example the possibility of imaging
objects located in optically harsh or
noisy environments. In this context,
she explored the boundary between
classical correlation and quantum
entanglement, and theoretically

predicted that two classically correlated beams obtained by dividing a
thermal-like beam on a beam splitter can be used to generate ghost
imaging exactly in the same way as
quantum entangled twin photons.
She collaborated in the experimental
demonstration of this prediction, a
result which opened the possibility of
practical applications of ghost imaging, in particular of imaging objects
immersed in turbid media.
In recent years, she developed a novel
research line on the so-called X-entanglement. In analogy with classical
X-waves, this research demonstrated,
again both theoretically and experimentally, the non-factorability in
space and time of the entangled state
of twin photons/twin beams generated by parametric down-conversion.
This has subsequently been exploited
to demonstrate an ultra-narrow (few
femtoseconds) temporal localization
of twin photons.
Alessandra Gatti has played a leading
role as the Scientific Coordinator of
the FET-Open project HIDEAS (High
Dimensional Entangled Systems),
which culminated in January 2012
with an extremely positive evaluation
by the Reviewers.
Due both to her outstanding scientific achievements and to her demonstrated leadership, Alessandra Gatti
certainly is an excellent role model for
women in physics and hence for the
Emmy Noether Distinction. n
llLuigi Lugiato,
Universita’ Degli Studi Dell'Insubria

news

News from EPS
Executive Committee

Workshop of the American Physical Society Panel on Public Affairs

The EPS Executive Committee met in
Barcelona (ES) on 1-2 February 2013.
The meeting was hosted by the Royal
Academy of Science and Arts of Barcelona (Reial Acadèmia de Ciències i Arts
de Barcelona - RACAB). Ramon Pascual
de Sans, president of RACAB, opened the
meeting, providing an overview of the
history of this important institution.
Caterina Biscari, member of the Executive Committee, and director of the ALBA
Synchrotron near Barcelona, organised a
tour of this cutting edge research facility.

On 25-26 February, the Panel on Public Affairs of the American Physical
Society (APS-POPA), together with the Centre for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) organised a workshop
on Technical and Policy Issues
Associated with a U.S. – Russian
Agreement on Non-Strategic
Nuclear Weapons. The workshop
brought together policy makers
and scientists from the US, Russia
and Europe. Over the two days,
they discussed the difficulties
related to the removal of all nonstrategic nuclear weapons in Europe. The EPS was represented as an observer by Secretary General David Lee.
The participants at the workshop were divided into 2 main groups: one to discuss
technical issues and one to discuss policy issues. After meeting separately, the two
groups met in a plenary session to exchange ideas.
A report will be made and presented to the US State Department.

European Energy Conference
Executive Committee meetings are a
way for the EPS to meet with and discuss with EPS Divisions and Groups,
sister societies and Member Societies.
Jef Ongena of the EPS Energy Group,
was invited to attend and he gave an inspiring presentation on the subject ‘How
to shape our energy future’. Marta SanzSolé, president of the European Mathematical Society (EMS), introduced
the activities of the EMS. Joint activities between the EPS and the EMS will
be explored. Gerardo Delgado Barrio,
from the Royal Spanish Physical Society (RSEF) provided and overview of
the state of physics and Spain, and the
activities of the RSEF.
The EPS would like to thank the RACAB and R. Pascual de Sans for the excellent welcome, as well as C. Biscari for
the organisation.
For information, a full summary of
the meeting is available for EPS Individual Members in the members’ area
of www.eps.org.

The EPS, the European Materials Science Society (E-MRS) and the European Association for Chemical and Molecular Sciences (EuCheMS) are pleased to announce that the
third European Energy Conference will take place in Budapest, 27 - 30 October 2013
Energy is vital to our society and economy at a time when strategic decisions are urgently
required, on which our future welfare will depend. The European energy system has to be
sustainable in terms of environmental and climatic impact, but also in terms of resources,
management and acceptance by society. These are issues to be addressed with objectivity
and competence, without ideological bias. The European scientific community has the
potential to optimise the necessary interdisciplinary cooperation and communication
in energy research, development and support to innovation. The scientific and technical
resources of the continent can indeed offer the options for decision makers to implement.
This European Energy Conference series, launched in 2010, promotes, consolidates
and communicates the vitally necessary synergy of scientific and technical competence with appreciation of the environmental and social implications.
The conference provides a forum to clarify the role of energy science and research
in the transformation process towards the future European energy system. As such,
the European Energy Conference series is a unique undertaking to provide an
integrated look at the European energy system and the scientific and technical
engagement required to implement the necessary innovations.
The abstract submission deadline is 31 May 2013.
For more information: www.e2c2013.mke.org.hu
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CONDENSED MATTER

Heat fluxes in an aging
ferromagnet
Equilibrium statistical mechanics provides general expressions
for probability distributions from which thermodynamics can
be deduced. A long-standing question concerns the possibility
of describing by general principles also non-equilibrium fluctuations. Important progress in this direction has been made with
the development of fluctuation theorems and macroscopic fluctuation theory for non-equilibrium steady states. However, fluctuations in non-stationary systems remain poorly understood.
Recently, the off-equilibrium probability distribution of the heat

m Logarithm of heat probability distribution. The peak is the average value. The

circle marks the condensation threshold, which takes place to the left of the circle.

exchanged with the thermal bath by a ferromagnet quenched
below the critical point (a paradigm of phase separation and,
more generally, of non-equilibrium aging systems) has been
calculated analytically in an exactly solvable limit. Surprisingly,
the distribution shows the existence of a singular threshold (see
figure), beyond which fluctuations undergo a condensation
transition. Namely, macroscopic amounts of heat are released
to the thermal bath through a single microscopic mode.
The mechanism driving this novel dynamical feature is reminiscent of the one underlying the Bose-Einstein condensation. The
remarkable difference is that the Bose-Einstein condensation is
about average properties, while in this case the condensation
transition involves fluctuations remote from typical properties.
The occurrence of this phenomenon in an out of equilibrium
context still needs to be fully understood.
From the explicit knowledge of the heat distribution a fluctuation relation, connecting the probabilities of released and
absorbed heat, has been derived. This is the first analytical
expression of this kind found for non-stationary systems.
In this relation two characteristic energy scales appear,
10 EPN 44/2

formally playing the same role of the reservoir temperatures
in stationary fluctuation relations. The interpretation of these
energy scales in terms of non-equilibrium effective temperatures and its consequences is an open question currently
under investigation. n
llF.Corberi, G.Gonnella, A.Piscitelli and M.Zannetti,

‘Heat fluxes in an aging ferromagnet’, J.Phys.A Math. Theor.
46, 042001 (2013)

HISTORY

More than one brain
behind E=mc2
The present article reveals the contribution of a little known
Austrian physicist, Friedrich Hasenöhrl, to uncovering a precursor to Einstein famous equation in establishing the proportionality between the energy (E) of a quantity of matter with its mass
(m) in a cavity filled with radiation.
The author argues how Hasenöhrl’s work, for which he now
receives little credit, may have contributed to the famous equation E=mc2. He believes the notion that mass and energy should
be related did not originate solely with Hasenöhrl. Nor did it
suddenly emerge in 1905, when Einstein published his paper,
as popular mythology would have it.
Given the lack of recognition for Hasenöhrl’s contribution, his
original work on blackbody radiation in a cavity with perfectly
reflective walls is examined. This study seeks to identify the
blackbody’s mass changes when the cavity is moving relative
to the observer.
. Friedrich Hasenöhrl found proportionality between energy and its mass in a cavity
filled with radiation. (Source: Österreichische Zentralbibliothek fuer Physik)

from European journals highlights

The reason why the Austrian physicist arrived at an energy/
mass correlation with the wrong factor, namely at the equation: E = (3/8) mc2, are then explored. Hasenöhrl’s error would
stem from failing to account for the mass lost by a blackbody
while radiating.
Before Hasenöhrl focused on cavity radiation, other physicists
including French mathematician Henri Poincaré and German
physicist Max Abraham, showed the existence of an inertial
mass associated with electromagnetic energy. In 1905, Einstein
gave the correct relationship between inertial mass and electromagnetic energy, E=mc2. Nevertheless, it was not until 1911
that German physicist Max von Laue generalised it to include
all forms of energy. n

minimum was found when nucleation field was equal to the
maximal pinning field within the ESM structure. Moreover, the
influence of the obstacles on the magnetic properties of the
media was strongly restricted by their size and position within
the material.
The present model of magnetic properties analysis is general
enough to be applied to other ESM materials, such as CoPt or
FePt/FeAu hard/soft structures. n
llB. Dymerska, J. Lee, J. Fidler and D. Suess,
‘Micromagnetic study of exchange spring media with a
rough interface on an example of FePt films’, J. Phys. D:
Appl. Phys. 45, 495001 (2012)

llS. Boughn,

‘Fritz Hasenöhrl and E=mc2’, Eur. Phys. J. H 38, 261 (2013)
ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR PHYSICS
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Modelling of Exchange Spring
Media magnetic properties
The authors analyze the magnetic properties of strongly
interacting hard and soft magnetic thin films: so called
Exchange Spring Media (ESM). Such materials are characterized by a good thermal stability, while keeping the
coercive field of the total structure below the value of the
hard magnetic layer. FePt hard/soft bilayers are used, of
which crystallographic nanostructure is very complex, as
shown by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). For
instance, a rough interface between hard and soft layers
is created with obstacles of one phase embedded in the
second phase (Fig. left).

Extreme UV spectroscopy
of highly charged xenon
Spectra of highly ionized xenon have been studied exhaustively
in a wide variety of high-temperature devices, such as tokamaks
and electron beam ion traps (EBITs), through the past several
decades. Due to its large mass that significantly reduces the
Doppler broadening, xenon is routinely used for spectra calibration, and therefore its accurately measured and identified
spectra would have immediate application in diagnostics of
hot plasmas.
. Comparison between experimental (5.93 keV) and theoretical (5.80 keV) spectra of

highly charged xenon.

m Left: TEM cross-section image of the FePt ESM media. White dotted line marks

the interface between hard and soft phase. Right: Based on experimental findings
numerical models used for simulation of the magnetic reversal behaviour. All
dimensions are written in nanometres.

To understand how such a complex nanostructure influences
magnetic properties of the ESM, the experimental phase distributions were transferred into numerical models (Fig. right)
with which the magnetization reversal processes were studied
using finite element micro-magnetic simulations. This analysis
was supported by the analytical consideration of the magnetic
pinning field (damping of the magnetization reversal). The
combination of analytical and numerical approaches showed
that observed nanostructures could significantly alter the coercive field of the media. For each distribution the coercive field
EPN 44/2 11
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The measurements of extreme ultraviolet Xe spectra were performed on the NIST EBIT at six electron beam energies between
1.51 keV and 5.93 keV. These energies were chosen to enhance
expected ion species based on our collisional-radiative modelling of the EBIT plasma. With a flat-field grazing-incidence
spectrometer operating in the range 4.5-19.5 nm, we observed
and classified 50 lines of Xe ranging from 26-times ionized to
43-times ionized. Thirty of these lines were entirely new, and
eight of those are due to forbidden (magnetic-dipole and
electric-quadrupole) transitions. By using well-known lines as
references, we measured the wavelengths of the new lines to
an accuracy of 0.0025 nm. An example of agreement between
the measured spectra and our large-scale collisional-radiative
calculations used to identify spectral lines is presented in the figure. The theory is seen to be capable of correctly predicting not
only the spectral line wavelengths but also their intensities. n

The model shows that an activation energy is required to start
the ball moving. It has been long known that the same applies to the adhesion of molecules, on a much smaller scale, as
predicted theoretically by the so-called Arrhenius kinetics. This
study pinpoints a finite threshold of intensity for the vibration
noise above which the ball starts rolling.
These findings could have implications, for example, for new
MicroElectroMechanical systems (MEMs) based on robotic fingers that would be capable of displacing a small object and
could be assisted by noise. n
llM.K. Chaudhury and P.S. Goohpattader,

‘Noise activated dissociation of soft elastic contacts’, Eur.
Phys. J. E 35, 131 (2012)

llD. Osin, J. Reader, J. D. Gillaspy, and Yu. Ralchenko,

COMPUTER PHYsICs

‘Extreme ultraviolet spectra of highly charged xenon observed with an electron beam ion trap’, J. Phys. B: At. Mol.
Opt. Phys. 45, 245001 (2012)

Achilles' heel of simulations

APPLIED PHYSICS

Adhesion disturbed by noise
A new model that could ultimately help robotic fingers made of a
soft surface manipulate small objects is based on an understanding of how a ball stops adhering to a soft surface and starts rolling.
Imagine a solid ball rolling down a slightly inclined ramp. What
could be perceived as child’s play is here the focus of a serious
theoretical work. The present study has one thing in common
with childhood behaviour, it introduces a mischievous idea,
namely studying the effect of random noise, such as vibrations,
on the ball. It shows that it could lower the energy barrier to
set the ball in motion.
The authors used a ramp with a micro-textured surface. This
surface is akin to that of the gecko’s feet, made of so-called
microfibrils capable of adhering to any surface by elastical deformation. They then studied the effect of vibration on a ball
left on the top of such a textured ramp by subjecting it to a
computer-generated random vibration.
. Schematic illustrations of the pining and de-pinning events of the fibrils in

contact with a rigid sphere.
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This paper studies what can go wrong when computer simulations commonly used to model physical phenomena influencing molecular behaviour are applied outside their original
context. It outlines the many pitfalls associated with simulation
methods such as Monte Carlo algorithms or other commonly
used molecular dynamics approaches. The context of this paper
is the exponential development of computing power in the
past 60 years, estimated to have increased by a factor of 1015,
in line with Moore’s law. Today, short simulations can reproduce
a system the size of a bacterium.

m Example of periodic repetition of a small system.

The author outlines diverse examples of issues arising when
seemingly simple simulation methods are not applied with
the due level of care. For example, simulations of small-scale
systems, such as cubic boxes representing a unit cell as part of
a crystal or liquid crystal, display effects that are linked to the
fact that the sample is of finite size. Therefore, these simulations
can only imitate, not reproduce, macroscopic effects unless
effects that occur at microscopic scale, such as surface effects,
are effectively removed.
The work also focuses on methods that, at first blush, appear
reasonable, but are flawed and are akin to attempting to compare apples and oranges. For example, computing a mechanical
property of a system—say the potential energy—using a Monte

from European journals highlights

Carlo simulation, which can be based on thermal averages, does
not allow to compute the thermal properties of such a system—such as entropy—in terms of thermal averages. Finally,
the article also takes great care to debunk common myths and
misconceptions pertaining to simulations. n

potential, the charge transport features characteristic transitions between weak localization and weak antilocalization,
which are distinctly different for both band orderings and
consequently introduce another way to verify the topological
insulator properties. n

llD. Frenkel,
‘Simulations: The dark side’, Eur. Phys. J. Plus 128, 10 (2013)

llV. Krueckl and K. Richter,
‘Probing the band topology of mercury telluride through
weak localization and antilocalization’, Semicond. Sci. Technol. 27, 124006 (2012)

CONDENSED MATTER

Weak localization and Berry
phases in HgTe quantum wells
Topological insulators represent a novel class of materials featuring conducting surface states at the boundaries of an insulating bulk crystal. These surface states are induced by an inverted
band-ordering, which arises if the states of the valence and the
conduction band interchange their electron-hole character. In a
Hall bar geometry fabricated from a two-dimensional topological
insulator, the boundaries carry two quasi one-dimensional edge
states with opposite spins and opposite propagation directions.
Since both states carry a universal conductance quantum and
backscattering between them is absent, the total conductance
is quantized, which is known as the hallmark of the quantum
spin Hall effect. For the first time, this quantized conductance
was measured in heterostructures based on different HgTe and
CdTe compounds, which exhibit a transition from a normal to an
inverted band ordering for increasing HgTe layer widths.
Reflectionless transport, and thereby the quantum spin Hall
effect, can also be explained by Berry phases inducing destructive interference of backscattered waves. However, this
transport phenomenon can only be demonstrated if the Fermi
energy can be tuned into the bulk insulating state.

m Berry phase Γ and corresponding weak localization (WL) and weak antilocalization

(WAL) regions for transport in HgTe quantum wells.

The present work shows that, besides the measurement of the
quantum spin Hall effect, the different band orderings and the
associated Berry phases of HgTe heterostructures can also be
detected in the bulk conducting state by an investigation of the
energy-dependent magnetoconductance profile. Depending
on the strength of the spin-orbit interaction and the chemical

MATERIAL SCIENCE

Cocktail achieves
superconducting boost
This paper describes how to synthesize a new material that
belongs to the iron-selenide class of superconductors, called
LixFe2Se2(NH3)y. This material displays promising superconducting transition temperatures around 44 K at ambient pressure,
thus improving upon traditional copper-based high-temperature superconductors.

m Superconductivity occurs at 44 K

The ultimate goal in developing such materials is to reach superconducting characteristics at temperatures above that of
liquid nitrogen (77 K) to make them attractive for applications.
Until now, superconductors based on iron and arsenic, discovered in 2008, worked at 56 K. As recently as 2010 attempts to
develop other materials replacing arsenic with selenium yielded
iron-selenium materials with an intercalation of potassium, rubidium, caesium or thallium. These materials, belonging to the
family of iron chalcogenide materials, reached a superconducting temperature of 32 K.
The authors have now used a chemical synthesis method to
intercalate lithium atoms between layers of iron and selenium.
Similar to the way a cocktail would generate an exciting new
flavour, stirring all these ingredients for several hours in liquid
ammonia produced exciting new superconducting properties. The properties are controlled by electronic doping and
by expansion of the iron-selenium material’s lattice structure,
which is gained by intercalating the lithium-based electronic
donor molecules.
EPN 44/2 13
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The authors showed that these materials can be synthesised
with a remarkable degree of purity. And the fraction of the
material that is superconductive is almost 80%, the highest
reported for materials in this family. n

vibrations. It can be used to analyse the LIF signal at regular
atmospheric pressure. They then confirm the validity of their
model experimentally, with a plasma jet made of Argon gas
mixed with water molecules. n

llE.-W. Scheidt, V.R. Hathwar, D. Schmitz, A. Dunbar,
W. Scherer, F. Mayr, V. Tsurkan, J. Deisenhofer,
and A. Loidl,
‘Superconductivity at Tc = 44 K in LixFe2Se2(NH3)y’, Eur. Phys.
J. B 85, 279 (2012)

llQ. Xiong, A. Nikiforov, L. Li, P. Vanraes, N. Britun,
R. Snyders, X. P. Lu and C. Leys,
‘Absolute OH density determination by laser-induced
fluorescence spectroscopy in an atmospheric pressure RF
plasma jet’, Eur. Phys. J. D 66, 281 (2012)

PLASMA PHYSICS

APPLIED PHYSICS

Bringing measuring accuracy
to radical treatment

Electrical conduction along
edge dislocations in GaN

Significant progress made in evaluating the density of active
species used in medical applications of plasma physics could
improve the accuracy of treatment: this article presents the first
determination of the absolute density of active substances called
radicals found in a state of matter known as plasma. These findings could have important implications for medicine - for example, for stimulating tissue regeneration, or to induce a targeted
antiseptic effect in vivo without affecting neighbouring tissues.

Electrical conduction along dislocations in semiconductors has attracted much attention both from fundamental and practical viewpoints. Fundamentally, such dislocations can be one-dimensional
electronic systems and their conduction mechanism has already
been investigated. On the other hand, the issue of the dislocation
conduction should be practically important because it might degrade the performance of semiconductor devices. Here, local current
conduction due to dislocations in GaN has been studied by scanning
spreading resistance microscopy (SSRM). Fresh dislocations, induced
by plastic deformation, were used to see their intrinsic properties.
The SSRM images showed many bright spots with high conductivity. The spots form chains along the slip direction and
appear to be due to the edge dislocations introduced by deformation, which are terminated at the observed surface. Here,
the line direction and Burgers vector of the dislocations are l =
[0001] and b = (a/3) [1 210], resp. Previous studies have shown
that grown-in screw dislocations with l = b = c[0001] are conductive but that grown-in edge dislocations with l = [0001]
and b = (a/3) [1 210] are not, in contrast to our results. This

. Comparison of the experiment and simulation laser-induced fluorescence
spectrum of hydroxyl.

. An SSRM image of the (0001) surface of deformed GaN. The arrow indicates the

slip direction.

Laser fluorescence spectroscopy (LIF) is the detection method
used to estimate the density of radicals in the plasma, made of
charged species, active molecules such as radicals and atoms.
The authors have chosen to focus on OH radicals because they
are one of the most important reactive species in plasma science
due to their high level of oxidation. This means that chemical
reactions with OH initiate the destruction of harmful components
either in the human body or in nature such as carbon monoxide,
volatile organic compounds and methane.The problem is that,
up to now, laser-induced fluorescent (LIF) capability to measure
the absolute density of radicals has been very limited because
of issues with registering and analysing the fluorescence signal.
In this study, the authors present a simplified model which
takes into account energy transfer stemming from the radicals’
14 EPN 44/2
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apparent discrepancy should arise from the difference in the
core structure between deformation-induced fresh dislocations
and grown-in dislocations possibly decorated with native point
defect or impurities. Theoretically, the electronic structures of
the dislocations in GaN have been shown to change sensitively
with the core structure, which should bring large conductivity
differences. Local current-voltage spectra, measured at conductive spot positions, indicated a Frenkel-Poole mechanism for the
conduction. These findings provide new insights into the issue
of electrical conduction along dislocations in semiconductors. n
llT. Yokoyama, Y. Kamimura, K. Edagawa and I. Yonenaga,

‘Local current conduction due to edge dislocations in
deformed GaN studied by scanning spreading resistance
microscopy’, Eur.Phys. J. Appl. Phys. 61, 1010 (2013).

m Schematics of the PTCDA/Ag(111) herringbone structure and a momentum space

MATERIAL SCIENCE

representation of its photoelectron angular distribution.

Orbital tomography for highly
symmetric adsorbate systems

reliable investigations of the electronic structure of individual
molecular species in thin organic films. n

The alignment of electronic energy levels at interfaces strongly influences the electronic properties of multilayer systems
like, e.g., organic thin films. One very powerful technique to
investigate this level alignment and determine electronic binding energies is angular resolved photoelectron spectroscopy
(ARPES). This method also allows assigning the spectroscopic
resonances to molecular orbitals, since the angular distribution
of the photoelectron yield can be understood as a fingerprint
of the orbitals in momentum space. So far the possibilities of
this emerging concept have only been demonstrated for low
symmetric surfaces and adsorbates with only few molecular orientations.
This approach is extended to highly symmetric surfaces by
studying the monolayer structure of the prototypical molecule 3,4,9,10-perylene-tetra-carboxylic-dianhydride (PTCDA)
on the Ag(111) surface. This structure is particularly challenging
since it contains two non-equivalent molecules per unit cell
(Mol. A and B, see Figure) in six rotational domains, i.e., in total
six differently oriented molecules of each type. However, the
ARPES signal from both molecules could still be separated and
an almost perfect match between the experimental data and
the calculated moment space distributions was found for the
highest occupied and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(HOMO and LUMO). Furthermore, the contributions of both
molecules to the ARPES data were analyzed regarding their
binding energy by a two-dimensional fitting algorithm called
“orbital tomography”. The result, (experimentally obtained) densities of states projected on molecules A and B (PDOS), turned
out to agree very well with scanning tunnelling spectroscopy
results reported earlier. The present findings clearly indicate that
even for complex surface structures containing many differently
oriented molecules the orbital tomography technique allows

llB. Stadtmüller and 10 co-authors,
‘Orbital tomography for highly symmetric adsorbate
systems’, EPL 100, 26008 (2012)
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The dark side of the optical force
Lithium and Potassium are the only alkali species possessing stable fermionic isotopes, and as such, they have played
a key role in the recent development of quantum simulation
of strongly correlated systems using cold atoms. These two
species also share an excited hyperfine structure hindering
efficient laser cooling below the Doppler limit. In this work,
we have implemented a laser-cooling scheme based on dark
resonances, which allowed us to achieve record high phase
space densities for laser-cooled 40K atoms. This strategy was
initially developed in the early 90’s and relies on the existence
of a family of so-called dark states in which the atoms do not
interact with light and do not scatter photons. These states alleviate some of the detrimental effects of traditional schemes,
such as spontaneous emission or multiple photon-scattering,
which respectively limit the final temperature and density of
“bright” optical molasses. This scheme is rather general and
can be extended to other atomic species, such as Lithium, as
demonstrated by preliminary results obtained in our group. n
llD. Rio Fernandes, F. Sievers, N. Kretzschmar, S. Wu,

C. Salomon and F. Chevy,
‘Sub-Doppler laser cooling of fermionic 40K atoms in threedimensional gray optical molasses’, EPL 100, 63001 (2012)
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Opening a new window on the Universe:

the future Gravitational
Wave detectors
Michele Punturo – Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare – Sezione di Perugia (Italy) – DOI: 10.1051/epn/2013201

ll

Thanks to a worldwide scientific and technical effort, the second
generation of gravitational wave interferometers will be soon operative.
These new detectors will open a new era for the observation of the
Universe. Will the gravitational messenger unravel the enigmas still
unsolved in astrophysics and cosmology?

T

he current model of the Universe is like a puzzle with many cards missing. Photons are the
messengers that described almost all we know
about the Universe. We are investigating the
sky at all accessible wavelengths of the electromagnetic
radiation, with the intrinsic contradiction that, as far we
understand, only a small fraction of the Universe - less
than 5% - can be defined composed by “ordinary” matter
(see Figure 1). A relevant fraction (~30%) of the Universe
should be composed of matter that is not emitting photons and the predominant part should be composed of
invisible energy, affecting the expansion acceleration of
the universe.
It is quite obvious that we need another investigation
window of the Universe, a window not relying on electromagnetic emission. The dark matter hypothesis is mainly
based on the observation of its gravitational effects and,
hence, the gravitational window seems to be the most

promising discovery tool for future investigation of
the Universe.
The opening of the gravitational window for scrutinizing
the Universe is promised by a new generation of instruments, currently under construction in many countries:
the Advanced Gravitational Wave detectors.

Gravitational Waves
Already in 1916, Albert Einstein predicted the existence
of Gravitational Waves (GWs) as a direct consequence
of his theory of General Relativity. GWs are faint deformations of the space-time geometry, propagating at
the speed of light and generated by catastrophic events
in the Universe, in which strong gravitational fields and
sudden acceleration of asymmetric distribution of large
masses are involved. GWs have a quadrupolar nature
and have two polarizations, h+ and h×, where h is the socalled space-time strain h=δL/L0, the relative dimensional

b An artistic view of the Einstein Telescope, a third generation gravitational wave observatory currently under design

. Fig. 1: Composition of the Universe
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distortion of an extended mass distribution. The effect of
these two polarizations on a circular mass distribution
is shown in Figure 2.
Whereas electromagnetic waves are created by moving
charges, GWs are created by accelerating masses. But
because gravity is the weakest of the four fundamental
forces, GWs are extremely small. For this
reason, only extremely
massive and compact
objects having intense
and asymmetric gravitational fields, like neutron star and black hole binary
systems, are expected to be able to generate detectable
GW emission.
The first indirect confirmation of the existence of GWs
has been reported. The discovery and precise timing
measurements of the binary pulsar system PSR 1913+16
by Russell Hulse and Joseph Taylor [1] in 1975 showed
that the decay of the orbit of this system over 10 years
could be accurately accounted for (within 0.2% of error)
by the emission of GWs [2], as predicted by Einstein's
theory. A Nobel Prize was awarded in 1993 to Hulse and
Taylor for the discovery of this binary system and for the
long lasting stringent measurement they made.
But the direct detection of GWs is still missing and it is
quite easy to understand why. For example, the expected
amplitude on Earth of the GW emitted by a coalescing
binary system of neutron star located in the Virgo cluster is of the order of h~10-22. This means that a detector
having a dimension of a meter experiences an oscillating
deformation of 10-22 m, an astonishingly small quantity.

We need an investigation window
of the Universe not relying on
electromagnetic emission

. Fig. 2:
The effect of the two
polarizations of a GW,
for example emitted
by a coalescing
binary system of
neutron stars, on
a circular mass
distribution (red ring
with yellow spots).
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The gravitational wave detectors
Because of the faintness of the space-time deformation
caused by a GW, even Albert Einstein believed it impossible to achieve its direct detection. But in the 1960s, a
few pioneers started to realize the first GW detectors,

based on a (multi)-ton resonant bar, that should resonate
when excited by the passage of a GW. These detectors
evolved, operating at cryogenic temperature to minimize
the disturbance of the thermal Brownian vibration and
being read by very low noise transducers. They reached
their apotheosis in the 1990s thanks to the AURIGA [3],
Explorer and Nautilus [4] cryogenic resonant bars, developed by INFN. These detectors reached a sensitivity of
the order of a few × 10-21 around the main resonant mode
frequency, which is of the order of one kHz. Although two
of these detectors are still operating, it is worth stating
that their era has ended due to the realization of a new
kind of GW detector: giant interferometers, operating
since the first years of the 2000 decade.
Why giant interferometers? These instruments profit
from two key elements of the GW; (i) the tidal nature
of a GW: the expected metric deformation δL of a body
traversed by a GW is proportional to its size δL~h×L0.
Hence, if the expected space-time deformation h is of
the order of 10-22, the effect on a multi-km detector will
be a deformation δL~10-19-10-18 m. (ii) the quadrupolar
nature of the GW. A Michelson interferometer is sensitive
to the difference in optical path length between its two
arms, as shown in Figure 3, and it can match the metric
deformation imposed by the GW.
The first operative GW interferometric detector has been
the Japanese TAMA, a 300m Michelson interferometer
that opened the path to this new family of instruments,
but had a sensitivity limited by its reduced length and by
its location, in the center of Tokyo, affected by too high
environmental disturbance. In Europe two interferometric GW detectors have been realized; GEO600, a 600 m
Michelson interferometer, built close to Hannover by a
British-German collaboration, and Virgo [5], a Michelson
interferometer having Fabry-Perot resonating cavities
inserted in the 3 km long arms, built close to Pisa (see
Figure 4). The longest interferometric GW detectors in
the World are the two ‘Laser Interferometer Gravitational
wave Observatory’ (LIGO) detectors, having 4 km long
arms, realized in Louisiana and Washington State (USA)
with a topology similar to Virgo. The Virgo detector has
been realized by a French (CNRS) – Italian (INFN) collaboration and now the Virgo collaboration includes also
Dutch, Polish and Hungarian research teams. INFN and
CNRS founded and are funding the European Gravitational Observatory (EGO), the consortium having the
duty to manage the Virgo infrastructures and to promote the GW research in Europe. Thanks to the long
Fabry-Perot cavities in the arms of the Virgo and LIGO
detectors, the photons are forced to bounce back-andforth between the suspended mirrors, thus squeezing
a hundreds km long optical path in the few km long
detector infrastructure, increasing the sensitivity to the
space-time deformation. The length limitation, dictated
by technical constrains and affecting the terrestrial GW
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detector infrastructures, will obviously disappear in the
space-based observatories, like the eLISA/NGO detector
[6]. This project of a multi-million km GW interferometer is to be launched at the end of the 2020 decade, in a
heliocentric orbit, and is devoted to the observation of
ultra-low-frequency sources (10-5-10-3 Hz), like hypermassive black holes.
Virgo, GEO600 and LIGO detectors operated in a network during the second half of the 2000 decade, ‘listening’ to the sky in the 10-10000 Hz frequency range. It
is mandatory for this kind of research to operate the
detectors in a distributed network of distant observatories that are simultaneously recording data. In fact,
the localization of the GW source requires signals by
at least three detectors, and the suppression of the false
alarm rate benefits of any redundancy in the network.
Because of the actual sensitivity of the GW initial detector network, the detection distance is limited to a
few tens of Megaparsec (1 Mpc = 3.26×10 6 light-years).
Taking into account the expected density of potential
GW sources, the probability for a detection occurring
in the few past years of observation was very low. In
fact, no detection of GW signal has been obtained so
far but, nevertheless, relevant scientific targets have been
reached, putting constraints on potential GW emission
by some astrophysical source. For example, thanks to
the joint LIGO and Virgo data, an upper limit has been
set to the possible GW emission of the Vela [7] and
Crab [8] pulsars. These pulsars, remnants of supernovae
explosions, are compact neutron stars rotating about
11 and 30 times per second, respectively, illuminating
the Universe with their radio emission like a lighthouse
in front of the ocean. The pulsars are expected to emit
GWs at a frequency double their rotation rate, and at an
amplitude depending on many (unknown) parameters
characterizing these stars. Through the radio signal, it is
well known that these pulsars are slowing down because
of emission of energy, due to several possible mechanisms. LIGO and Virgo have been able to set an upper
limit to the fraction of that energy emission due to GWs,
stating that no more than few per cent of the energy loss
can be due to GW radiation.

operation of the advanced detectors at the nominal sensitivity, about 40 coalescences of neutron star binary systems are expected to be detected. The advanced detectors’
capability to detect a coalescence of a binary neutron star
system at a distance of about 140 Mpc, and a coalescence
of a binary systems of black holes at a distance of about
1 Gpc, will open up a gravitational-wave astrophysics
era. It will be possible, for example, to compare the signal detected from the coalescence of a binary system of
neutron stars with the general relativity prediction. Or
it will be possible to investigate the nature of an isolated
neutron star by looking at its GW emission. Few years
later the completion of the Advanced Virgo detector in
Europe and of the Advanced LIGO detectors in USA,
new nodes will enter the network of GW observatories: a very innovative 3km interferometer (KAGRA),
underground and cryogenic, is under construction in
Japan. Furthermore, a 3rd Advanced LIGO site is under
evaluation in India. Obviously, the first detection of a
GW signal will give an exceptional additional boost to
the research in this field. A large community of European

m Fig. 3:

Principle of
a Michelson
interferometer as
GW detector. The
operative point of
the detector is close
to the dark fringe
pattern (panel (a));
the passage of a
GW causes a tiny
displacement from
the dark fringe,
raising the intensity
on the detector.
This effect is heavily
exaggerated in
panel (b).

. Fig. 4:

Aerial view of the
Virgo detector,
Cascina (Pisa). The
3km long arms
are well visible.

The future: Advanced detectors
and 3rd generation observatories
The Virgo and LIGO detectors are currently offline, being
upgraded toward the 2nd generation or “advanced” level
[9]. In fact, in the period 2011-2015 several parts of the
detectors will be replaced to improve the sensitivity by a
factor of ten. New lasers with larger power, new mirrors
(heavier, more reflective and with a lower level of imperfection), new optical and mechanical components will be
installed to achieve this difficult target. An improvement
by a factor of ten in sensitivity corresponds to an increase
by a factor of a thousand in detection rate: in one year of
EPN 44/2 19
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. Fig. 5: Artist’s

view of the
Einstein Telescope
infrastructure
(courtesy of the
ET-Nikhef group).
It will be realized
underground
to minimize the
environmental and
seismic disturbance.
The arms of the
interferometers
are expected to be
about 10km long.
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scientists is attempting to anticipate and to drive the
evolution of this research field. Thanks to the support
of the European Commission, through the design study
tool in the Seventh Framework Programme (FP7), the
conceptual design of a 3rd generation GW observatory
has been realized, able to compete and collaborate with
the most sensitive optical telescopes: the Einstein GW
Telescope (ET) [10][11]. This new infrastructure (see
Figure 5), aimed to be operative in the 2020 decade, will
test the cosmological model of the universe using GW
signals, thanks to its capability to see many sources at
large red-shift [12]; ET will be a wonderful proofing
tool of the general relativity predictions in all radiative processes involving intense gravitational fields,
like in the presence of intermediate-mass black holes
(M~10-1000 Msun). It will allow detailed investigations of
the nature of isolated neutron stars looking both to the
continuous emission of the pulsars and to the explosion
of supernovae. n
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My amazing experience

I

n my junior year at high school I was offered to participants were a diverse group of 25 brilliant students
do a physics project instead of the ordinary exam. from all over the world. People from 6 different conThe idea of conducting real scientific research tinents had traveled for hours, even days, in order to
intrigued me, so I started working right away get to Sweden for this special occasion. The one thing
with Haggai Landa from the University of Tel Aviv as we all had in common was our passion for science and
my guide. We performed various ion-trapping simula- research, and somehow this was enough to make us betions of equally charged cold ions in Multipole Paul traps. come good friends by the end of the week. I'm grateful
We studied their structures, the configurations they cre- for the technology that allows me to stay in touch with
ated (such as crystals of one or more rings), defects, and those wonderful people. We went to conferences, heard
the vibrations they performed around the minimum of and gave lectures, went sightseeing, learned about diftheir potential energy. Moreover, I visited Roee Ozeri's ferent cultures, mingled with Nobel winners, rode limos
laboratory at the Weizmann Institute of Science, the only and – mostly – had a lot of fun. Personally, I think the
place in Israel where experiments with actual ion traps etiquette dinner we had was most enjoyable; we were
are being conducted. Little did I know that later on a taught manners so that we would behave appropriately at
Nobel Prize would be given in this very field of quantum the royal banquet. The guys were perfect gentlemen; we
optics, which at first was so new and unfamiliar to me. toasted and danced the waltz, feeling so classy… At the
So, after a year and a half of
actual dinner, we used the skills
hard work, during which I got
we had gained while eating a
to expand my knowledge in
fancy dish cooked by Sweden's
math and physics far beyond
chef of the year (or, in my case,
the school curriculum, perform
a kosher version of it).
dozens of simulations, and for
Then we went to the "Nobel
the first time in my life produce
night cap", which is the excluoriginal results, I went back to
sive after-party of the ceremony.
work on the class yearbook and
When looking around, it would
to pick out a dress for gradualook like just another ordinary
tion. Not long afterwards, my
party, with music, dancing and
principal suggested that I endrinks. It is only after noticing a
ter a competition of the WeizNobel Prize winner passing by
mann Institute and present
that you realize how great of an
my project. After presenting
honor it is to be there. Furthermy research in Hebrew and
more, while I was there, I had
in English, I was invited to the
the extraordinary and unique
award ceremony, where I surm With David Wineland
opportunity to personally meet
prisingly found out I had won
Dr. David Wineland, 2012 Nobel
the first place. I must mention that, out of the 12 students laureate for physics, thanks to my guide, and prof. Marwho made it to the finals of the contest, 10 were girls. tina Knoop, who happened to have contacts with him
Prof. Ada Yonath, 2009 Nobel laureate for chemistry, was due to the lucky coincidence that we've all been studying
the one who handed me the diploma, after a fascinating the same field. Although he has achieved so much in his
lecture about her research, and about how – by keep- life, he spoke to me as an equal, and inspired me so much.
ing her priorities right – she also managed to raise a In conclusion, this was an amazing experience, and I'll
wonderful family.
never forget how lucky I was to take part in it. Since I
The main prize of the contest was representing Israel at got back I've been thinking about studying abroad, and
SIYSS (Stockholm International Youth Science Semi- expanding my horizons as much as I can, so that one day
nar). It was a week full of activities associated with the I could make my own contribution to science just like
Nobel Prize Award ceremony and related events. The the talented people I've met. n
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History teaches us that knowledge about basic natural laws often began with
observations of intriguing phenomena in nature. As a next step scientists started to
perform measurements in the environment and later in their laboratories. Good physics
teaching should provide opportunities for students to repeat the observations and
reasoning of great scientists. This requires distribution of equipment over a wider space
than just the classroom: think of corridors, courtyards and roofs. Consider the school
building and its environment as a 3D lecture book and science lab.

T

he necessity to extend physics and science
teaching beyond the space of the classroom
has been identified during the last decades by
many educators. For example, the authors of
articles in Deck the Halls column in Physics Teacher, published from 1972 to 2001 and collected by Pizzo, proposed
many devices for demonstrations along the hallway.
The European Physical Society published posters with
biographies of famous European physicists to be used
in primary and secondary schools throughout Europe.
In Ellinogermaniki agogi in Athens, installations for science teaching have been distributed all over the building.
In 2003 in Graz, at the First Preparatory Conference for
the World Year of Physics 2005, the activity “Physics in
school architecture” was initiated as a WYP2005-Europe
project. Since then, many cognitive installations and didactic patterns for an extended school space have been
proposed in the literature and implemented in schools
[1-3]. These devices should stimulate observations, induce
associations, inspire and support learning of physics, mathematics and natural sciences, and help active teaching.

Let learning environment teach
In parallel to the efforts of the physics community to
intertwine physics education and school architecture, the
drive to innovate school design to improve the learning
environment as a whole, has been developing in many
countries. School architects have been arguing that a
good learning environment facilitates, enriches and refines learning and creative thinking [4]. In addition, the
design of a modern school should meet the requirements
in terms of utilization, energy, comfort and sustainability.
Such views and goals support the programme promoted
by UNICEF to create “Child-friendly schools” all over
the world.
In 2004, the UK government initiated the most ambitious
programme of school construction since Victorian times Building Schools for the Future (BSF). The goal was that "by
2020, every child in secondary education will be in a fully
refurbished or completely rebuilt learning environment,
designed to the highest quality, with integrated ICT —
the best possible learning environment." This programme

turned out to be very complex and expensive, and was
interrupted in 2010. Nevertheless, several dozens of new
schools were built. Through the Faraday project Exemplar
designs for science areas in schools were made available to
local authorities, building professionals and schools.
Seeking to improve the quality of America’s schools and
the communities they serve, the American Architectural
Foundation (AAF) has engaged, since 2005, hundreds
of superintendents, local government officials and design professionals, as well as parents, teachers, students,
and other stakeholders in the programme Great Schools
by Design.
In April 2006, the Finnish National Board of Education
organized the international conference “The school of
tomorrow – learning environment, pedagogy and architecture”, seeking to answer the question: “How can we
create innovative and inspiring learning environments
now and in the future, what are the criteria for evaluating
school buildings, and what kinds of demands does the
fast-developing information technology pose?”
In the answer to the above questions, the emphasis is
on flexible, multi-use buildings that combine ecological
ideas and sustainability in their energy use. One of the
cornerstones is the prioritizing of state-of-the-art information and communications technology (ICT), which
is to become an integral part of school environments.
Schools should provide the foundation for students to
interact, solve problems together and work with teachers.
School should also be a place for social interactions, both
for children and adults.
In the annual DesignShare Awards programme [4b],
conducted since 2000, applicants were asked to follow
principles consistent with the requirements described
above. This awards programme has attracted designers
from all over the world. In 2004 the author of this article
wrote to the founder of DesignShare, Randal Fielding, to
attract his interest to the idea that building components
take the role of teaching tools in physics education. In
his answer Fielding coined the term “school building as
a three-dimensional textbook of physics”. “Sustainable
Elements and Building as 3-D Textbook” is one of the
design patterns generated later by Fielding and Nair:

b Rainbow-maker

designed by David
Dear exclusively for
Kikkerland Design Inc.
© www.kikkerland.com
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“In a school setting, sustainable design becomes an excellent teaching tool. It can become a dynamic model to
teach architecture, engineering, construction, and environmental science in harmony with nature” [4a].
Designers of the NUS School for Mathematics and Sciences in Singapore, who received the Honor Award in
2006, whole-heartedly accepted the concept of a school
as a 3D learning tool. They explored the innovative use
of elements abstracted from scientific and mathematical
concepts, which are then integrated into the total building form (Fig.1).
At the national summit on Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) education, organized
in 2010 by AAF and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation in Washington DC, participants explored how the
design process can contribute to the creation of innovative models for STEM school development. Let the
learning environment teach, was one of the messages
from this summit: “In addition to learning from their
teachers, parents, other adults, and peers, students learn
by interacting with their environment. A thoughtfully
designed learning environment—with such design elements as exposed structural components and mechanical
systems, meaningful artifacts, preserved ecosystems, and
rich landscapes—inspires STEM students and provides
vital opportunities for investigation.” [5]

From science museum to schools space
In science museums and educational journals one finds
many examples that can be used as hands-on experiments
at schools and universities, both indoor and outdoor. They
allow personal scientific exploration, and transform the
school to a 3D lecture book. Here are a few examples.

3

Day Night Year Globe – DING
The Day Night Globe, designed and created by R. Anati in
the Clore Garden of Science [6] in Israel, is the paradigmatic example of a cognitive setup in school yards [1, 3a].
It was devised in 2009 at Roma Tre University [3a] (Fig. 2)
and named Oriented World Globe (or Parallel Globe). A
similar one constructed from concrete at the Center for
professional advancement of educators (CSU) in Šabac,
Serbia (Fig. 3) was named DING (Dan I Noć i Godina

b FIG. 1: School for Mathematics and Sciences in Singapore [4a].
b FIG. 2: World Globe at Roma Tre University. The Globe axis is parallel to

Earth’s axis and the Globe location (Rome) is at its top.
b FIG. 3: DING in Šabac, Serbia. The day-night line lies along the meridian

(left) during equinox, and makes an angle of 23.5° with the meridian (right)
during solstice.
4

b FIG. 4: (left) The inclined-plane apparatus with bells and pendulum in the

Galileo museum in Florence, http://catalogue.museogalileo.it/multimedia/
InclinedPlane.html; (right) A version of this apparatus with bells along two
tracks at an exhibition in the courtyard of the Historical museum of Bern,
in 2005/06.
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Globus - Day Night Year Globe). DING has attracted a lot
of interest among students, teachers, citizens and media.
Outdoor and indoor local meridian
Gnomon, with associated local meridian line and other
elements, is a multipurpose educational tool for physical
geography, astronomy and measurement science [3b, 7].
It was built in the courtyard of the Grammar school in
Pančevo, Serbia, by Cucić and his students. The successor of Gnomon, a small hole (the “eye”) in the wall or
roof and the associated internal local meridian line, like
the Great Meridian Line in the Basilica San Petronio in
Bologna, is a more precise instrument for studying Sun’s
motion [8]. This instrument yielded the most accurate
possible definition of the duration of the tropical year for
establishing the Gregorian calendar.
By measuring the diameter of Sun’s image projected onto
the church floor along the local meridian line, Cassini
demonstrated that the Sun’s apparent diameter decreases
as its distance from Earth increases. This showed that the
apparent uniformity of the solar motion is not uniform
at all. It represents the first observational confirmation
of Kepler’s Second Law [8].
In Serbia we are looking for an appropriate school building in which the internal meridian would be devised.
This important astronomical instrument would ease
the teaching of Kepler’s laws by providing appropriate
observations. In traditional courses, these laws are just
formulated without giving students any idea about how
the laws were established and verified.
Inclined plane
The inclined-plane apparatus in the Galileo museum
in Florence (Fig. 4), devised to provide an experimental
demonstration of the Galilean law of falling bodies, is
very suitable for implementation along school staircases.
Small bells are placed along the plane at increasing distances, arranged in the sequence of odd numbers. The
underlying physics is that, for motion with constant acceleration, the distances covered during consecutive equal
time intervals ((n-1)Δt, n Δt) are proportional to 2n-1.
A pendulum is attached to the top of the plane. When
releasing a small ball from the top of the plane while
swinging the pendulum one observes and hears that at
each successive half oscillation of the pendulum, the ball
strikes one of the small bells.

m FIG. 5:

Brachistochrone
fall apparatus. The
shortest possible
travel time is
along a cycloid.

. FIG. 6:

Torricelli’s tube as an
educational fountain
in Šabac, Serbia.
Note that the water
jet emerging from
a hole at half the
height of the water
column reaches the
maximum range
(see text). Dozens
of new installations
are currently under
construction in the
courtyard of CSU
Šabac, thanks to
the eagerness of its
director G. Stojićević
and physics teacher
T.M. Topalović,
and a grant of the
Swiss agency for
cooperation and
development.

down the two channels, one observes that the ball falling down the arc of the cycloid reaches the bottom first,
despite the fact that its path is longer.
Educational fountain
The fountain erected recently at the CSU in Šabac (Serbia)
shows a pattern of jets flowing from holes in a vertical
tube with a constant water level H (Fig. 6). The fountain
is very useful for active teaching of many topics: projectile motion, the law of hydrostatic pressure, Bernoulli’s
equation, the equation of a parabola, the maximum of
the quadratic polynomial function, the roots of quadratic
equation, history of physics…
This pattern was first found theoretically by Torricelli
around 1640. The horizontal distance reached by such a
water jet depends on the exit velocity and on the time of
flight. It follows that the range is maximum (equal to H)
for a water jet emerging from a hole at half the height of
the water column. Jets from two holes at the same distance
from the middle hole are found to have the same range.
At the beginning of XX century an erroneous pattern
started to appear in physics and science textbooks, persisting even in some XXI-century textbooks, as described
and commented by Slisko [9]. This erroneous pattern is
based on the intuitive argument “bigger spouting speed
– longer horizontal range”.

Brachistochrone fall apparatus
Inspired by the brachistochrone (from Greek βραχιστος,
shortest, and χρονος, time) fall apparatus in the Galileo
museum in Florence, the student Zindović in the Mathematical grammar school in Belgrade constructed a similar one for his baccalaureate exam (Fig. 5). The device
consists of a wooden frame with a cycloidal channel and a
straight channel. When releasing two balls simultaneously
EPN 44/2 25
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School development plan
The staff of the primary school “Djordje Krstić” in Belgrade accepted a proposal of their physics teacher Lj.
Ivančević to base the new four-year school development
plan on the concept of a school as a 3D textbook. Teachers, students, their parents, school and local authorities
have been involved. As an illustration of students’ involvement, on a wall showing EPS posters with biographies of
famous European physics, students drew charged clouds
and lightnings as a symbol of “thought flashes”. The uranium decay series is shown on the wall along a staircase.
Wire models of a square meter, a square decimeter and a
square centimeter in the corridor should help students to
more easily memorize these units. Four matryoschka dolls
on the wall along the staircase, sized as 8:4:2:1, should
familiarize students with concepts like similarity of geometrical bodies, scaling and proportions.
In the library, students can observe a LED color mixer
through holographic glasses (Fig. 7). This color mixer was
inspired by Planinšić’s ping pong color mixer, in which a
ping pong ball encloses three light emitting diodes.
A set of devices for observing optical phenomena using
sunlight were displayed at the window. Examples include
a moving rainbow maker, a water tank with a stick to observe refraction of light, a piece of dark paper with a hole
to observe Sun’s daily motion on the celestial sphere, two
dark paper sheets forming a slit to observe diffraction, etc.

Conclusion
. FIG. 7:
(left) Color mixer
with a red, a green
and a blue LED.
(right) When
looking at the mixer
through holographic
eye-glasses, one
sees both the effect
of diffraction and
the effect of mixing
neighboring colors.
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The concept of a school as a 3D text book of physics has
attracted educators, students, architects, school authorities and funding agencies from many countries. We hope
that the experience acquired will be useful for further
implementation of this concept in existing schools as
well as in designing new schools. n
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– Beauty in disguise –
the physics behind
the power grid
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The power system is built from four main components – overhead lines,
transformers, generators, and circuit breakers. Physics determines their shape,
and by looking at their shape, we learn how power grids work.

. High voltage lines near Uckerath, Germany (Photo: Michael Ploss)
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N
. Fig. 1. Silicone
outdoor insulation
from a cable
termination. The
shape with its
multiple umbrellas,
the sheds, and
the hydrophobic
surface prevent
the formation of a
continuous water
film. The suspension
insulators on high
voltage overhead line
towers are of a similar
design, but with
smaller diameter.
(Photo: C. Ohler)

“

ext time you pass by a tower of a high voltage
overhead line, please look at it with fresh
eyes. Isn’t it beautiful in the way its form
follows its function? Do you remember why
it is a tower at all? It is because of the high voltage that
needs to be kept away from passing people. And why does
the voltage need to be so high? It is because we need to
save on current. Resistive losses go with the square of the
current. Transmitted power is the product of current and
voltage. The higher the voltage, the lower the current and
the less power per distance we lose.
A line tower is a miniature Eiffel tower. The lattice structure minimizes the amount of structural steel for a given mechanical load and height and lets the wind pass
through without offering resistance.
Another interesting shape is that of the surface of the
cylindrical solid insulators holding the ‘live’ parts in place
(see Fig. 1). Rain water would form an electrical short to
the tower structure on ground potential. It is prevented
from forming a continuous path along the insulator surface by a number of small umbrellas, the sheds. Sheds
force rain water to drip along the insulator surface and
not to trickle. Sheds are the earmarks of outdoor insulation and by counting the number of sheds per insulator
you can guess the voltage level of an overhead line. The
only thing you need to know is that a single shed can
stand a voltage difference of 10 kilovolts or so.
The conductors of high-voltage lines often come in bundles of two or four per phase. A bundle of conductors

The synchronous grid
of continental Europe
is the largest in the world
by installed power
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”

approximates, with some effort of the imagination, a
hollow cylinder that lets the wind blow through. Such a
cylinder has a higher surface area than a massive conductor of the same cross-section, and the electric field at the
conductor surfaces is small enough to avoid the ionisation of the adjacent air - a corona discharge - that would
create losses and make noise. The suppression of corona
discharges is not perfect, as you can tell from the sizzling
of high voltage lines in humid weather conditions.
The second reason for bundles is the skin effect. The current density of an alternating current is pushed towards
the outer surface of any conductor. Rather than wasting
aluminium in the centre, it is provided at the outside where
the current prefers to flow. Why aluminium and not copper? Sure, copper has a better electrical conductivity by a
factor of 1.6, but it is heavier by a factor of more than 3
and more expensive by a factor of 4. So most high-voltage
lines are made of steel-reinforced aluminium conductors.
The larger effective diameter of the current density reduces also the parasitic self-inductance of the overhead
line. This might appear to be a marginal detail, but the
fact that lines, transformers, and many of the motor loads
come with parasitic inductances is a severe constraint
of power system operation. The energy that flows periodically into and out of the magnetic field of parasitic
inductances is named “reactive” power, and it has to be
supplied by circuit elements of opposite, capacitive, kind.
The capability to behave like a capacitor is one of the
merits of synchronous generators (see below).
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b Fig. 2.

Cut-away view of
a dry distribution
transformer. For each
of the three phases,
high voltage and low
voltage winding are
put coaxially around a
core of laminated steel
plates. (Source: ABB)
b Fig. 3.

Dry distribution
transformer with
triangular core for
minimal space and
material usage.
(Source: ABB)

2

Real transformers don’t look like
the one in the textbook
A child observing high voltage overhead lines during a
car trip will soon notice that the conductor bundles come
in sets of three. They herald the three-phase nature of the
power system. Three is the smallest number of phases
that allows for a constant, time-independent supply of
power from alternating, time-varying current and voltages. Three sinusoidal currents of the same magnitude
and displaced in time by one third of the period sum up to
zero at any time. As a consequence, the return conductors
of the three phases can be omitted. Compared to single
phase systems, three-phase systems carry the same power
with half of the conductor mass.
Transformers work only for alternating current. They
step up the voltages from the power plant so that electric
power can be transmitted over long distances, and they
cascade the voltage down for distribution and consumption of power. Transformers work through the combined
action of Ampere’s law – all electric currents come with
a surrounding magnetic field – and Faraday’s law – time
varying magnetic fields induce electric fields and hence
currents in conductors.
Real transformers don’t look like those in physics textbooks. If they would, their leakage inductance would
be terrible. Instead, for each phase, high voltage and
low voltage winding are put coaxially around a stack
of thin laminated layers of core steel (fig. 2). The two
windings should be as close as possible to each other
because the magnetic flux is only imperfectly contained in the core. Nature has provided us with metals
that have higher electrical conductivity than insulators
by twenty-four orders of magnitude, but she has been
less generous in orders of magnitudes for magnetic

3

permeability. It is left as a thought experiment to the
reader how power systems would look like if it was
the other way around.
Three-phase power transformers use the same trick for
the magnetic flux that three-phase overhead lines use
for the electric current. The sum of the magnetic return
fluxes cancels, and there is no return leg for any of the
phases. A three-phase transformer transforms twice as

. Fig. 4.

Rotor of a synchronous
generator with two
poles. The coil is
wound along the
cylinder axis. It is
supplied with a direct
current for creating
the rotating magnetic
field that induces
oscillating currents in
the stator windings.
(Source: ABB)
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much power as three single-phase transformers of the
same core size would.
The shape of power transformers is the result of the intention to wind two coils around each other and around
a core cylinder, while maintaining sufficient insulation
distance in between, and joining the three legs of the
phases with as little connecting yoke as possible. The
cross-section of the steel cores and the steel yoke is just
large enough to avoid magnetic saturation. A particularly
illustrative layout of the power transformer is the triangular transformer shown in fig. 3.

Winding coils “the wrong way”

. Fig. 5.
Stator windings of a
synchronous turbo
generator used
in gas-and-steam
power stations.
(Source: ANDRITZ)
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Most of the energy fed into the power grid comes from
synchronous generators. They convert the mechanical power of the power plant into electrical power. Being made of coils, it is worth noting that synchronous
generators can provide reactive power, i.e., behave as
a capacitor.
The shape of a generator follows from the need to wind
coils around a cylinder “in the wrong way”, alongside
the cylinder’s axis. This is to convert a steady mechanical rotation into a rotating magnetic field that induces
three currents that periodically oscillate. The winding
of the rotor (fig. 4) is fed with a direct current and,
driven from the mechanical energy of the connected
turbine, creates a rotating magnetic field just like a
rotating permanent magnet would do. At each rotation, the rotor field passes by the stator windings (fig.
5) that are connected such that they form three coils

displaced by 120 degrees along the circumference of
the cylinder. These three coils are connected to the
three-phase power grid, and the magnetic rotor field
induces periodically a current in each of them. Depending on the angle of the rotating rotor relative to
the voltage of the power grid rotating with the same
frequency, the machine will either push active power
into the grid acting like a generator, or consume active
power from the grid acting like a motor.

Circuit breakers as judokas
If the synchronous generators are the kings of the power
grids, circuit breakers are their knights, always ready for a
fight, but rarely fighting. Imagine for a moment the vast
network of conductors extending over the continent and
linking all the corners of Europe. Imagine the likelihood
of a short circuit somewhere. If there weren’t an element
for segmenting the healthy from the faulty parts of the
network, then “good night!” indeed.
Circuit breakers are electrical switches designed to protect a power circuit from damage caused by short circuits.
They are ideal conductors in the closed position, ideal
insulators in the open position, and capable of interrupting short circuits that may be orders of magnitude larger
than the normal current they carry.
The outer shape of a simple high-voltage circuit breaker
follows in a straightforward way from its function (fig.
6). For each of the three phases, it is a linear, cylindrical
segment – the interruption chamber – inserted between
the terminals of an incoming and outgoing conductor.
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In open position, one of the terminals may be on system voltage and the other may be on ground. Thus the
outside of the interruption chamber needs to have an
outdoor insulation with sheds to avoid an outside insulation failure. In normal operation both conductor sides
are at high voltage; in consequence, the whole interruption chamber is supported by an outdoor insulator of
the same design.
Circuit breakers fight in the way of a judoka. They
exploit part of the energy inherent in the short-circuit
to tame the short-circuit. Their inner life is complex
and based on plasma physics and hot gas dynamics
(see box).

Please greet the line towers
The power grid was there when we were born. We tend
to forget what a beautiful achievement of our society it is.
The synchronous grid of continental Europe is the largest
in the world by installed power, and the average outage
time of a customer is 15 minutes per year. The grid is on
99.997% of the time.
With curious eyes you will see transformers and circuit
breakers through the fence of outdoor substations. But
the only components of the grid visible to the general
public are the overhead lines and their towers, the servants of our power system. A surprising number of things
about the power grid can be learned from looking at a
line tower. Next time you cross one of these humble servants, please greet him with the physicist’s respect that
he deserves. n
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m Fig. 6.
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Box
Figure 7 shows a cut through the cylindrical interruption chamber of a high-voltage
circuit breaker at different moments of action as a short circuit is interrupted. Letters
refer to the elements of the circuit breaker,
numbers to instants in time. In closed position, both kind of contacts, the main contacts (A) and the “arcing” contacts (B), are
closed and the main contacts carry most of
the current with low losses. Upon the detection of a short circuit by a current sensor that is a separate device, both contacts
move, first separating the main contacts
and transferring the current to the arcing
contacts. When the arcing contacts separate (1), a hot plasma arc is drawn in the
gap, and the short circuit current continues to flow through it, providing ample
heat so that the plasma remains conductive. During the high-current phase (2),

some part of the energy is used to build
up pressure in dedicated volumes (D).
Shortly before current zero (3) the gas flow
reverses and cools the arc convectively as
it shrinks with the declining current. At current zero (4), with sufficient cooling flow
provided, the current is interrupted, and
the gap between the contacts (and also

the chamber insulator, C) has to sustain
immediately the recovery voltage (5). In
a successful interruption, the dielectric
strength of the gas recovers faster than
the recovery voltage of the network rises.
Otherwise, in the case of a failed interruption, there will be a breakdown, and the
arc will reignite. n

. Fig. 7: A cut through the cylindrical interruption chamber of a high voltage circuit breaker at different moments during

current interruption. The temperatures of the interrupting gas, sulphur hexafluoride, are indicated by the color. Light
blue/grey: room temperature gas; red: hot plasma, up to 20’000 °C; yellow: intermediate. The green shape is an insulating
component guiding the hot plasma flow. The total time of the interruption process shown here is about 20 milliseconds.
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Opinion: Bibliomeritocracy,
the merciless march of metrics

Denis Weaire, Emeritus Professor in the School of Physics of Trinity
College Dublin, is a former President of the European Physical Society
and Vice-President of the Academia Europaea

S

tretching things a bit, physics
may be regarded as the science
of everything that is quantifiable. We do not waste much of our
time on such concepts as beauty
and virtue: we deal in hard facts, expressed in numbers.
So we tend to be sympathetic to
bibliometrics, when it offers objective indices of the excellence of our
endeavours. We do not protest much
when the bureaucratic engines that
drive our funding agencies are increasingly run on this efficient fuel.
We know that this has serious consequences for individuals, departments
and institutions. The QS rankings,
partly based on bibliometric data,
make strident annual headlines in the
press. They are cause for celebration

Data mining
must be
susceptible
to a variety
of errors.

and despair throughout the world.
Harassed committees, charged with
making difficult decisions, resort to
their laptops for authoritative advice.
There are good reasons to question the
prudence of all this.
Data mining must be susceptible to
a variety of errors. I found that one
new website offering personal profiles
was crediting me with a huge number
of citations of a very important book.
Unfortunately I did not write it! And
some departments have yo-yoed
about in the rankings to an extent that
seems hardly credible, without further
explanation. But the ranking systems
are not sufficiently transparent to enable us to check.
A criticism that may appeal particularly to our community points to the
inevitable effect of a measurement
upon its object. Will we progressively
abandon new niches of truly original
research in favour of compliant participation in large citation communities?
Food for thought ? Surely so – and
some intensive discussion in as well*. n
The Academia Europaea is organising
a symposium on bibliometrics in Stockholm, May 23-25, 2013, with ample opportunity to offer your opinion.
contact:
Teresa McGovern [admin@acadeuro.org]

COMING EPS EVENTS
•• CLEO 2013,
CLEO®/Europe-IQEC 2013
The European Conference on
Lasers and Electro-Optics and
the International Quantum
Electronics Conference
12-16 May 2013,
Munich, Germany
www.cleoeurope.org
•• NPA VI,
Nuclear Physics in Astrophysics VI
19-24 May 2013,
Lisbon, Portugal
http://npa6.cii.fc.ul.pt/
•• ECAMP11,
11th European Conference on
Atoms and Photons 2013
24-28 July 2013,
Aarhus, Denmark
http://ecamp11.au.dk/
•• 40th EPS Conference
on Plasma Physics,
01-05 July 2013,
Espoo, Finland
http://eps2013.aalto.fi/

*

•• APPC12 / ASEPS13,
12th Asia Pacific Physics Conference
14-19 July,
Makuhari, Chiba, Japan
www.aseps2013.org
•• EPSHEP 2013,
EPS Conference on High
Energy Physics
18-24 July,
Stockholm, Sweden
http://eps-hep2013.eu/index.html
•• MORE ON:
www.eps.org
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